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chikara-E/46

aruji-E/46

Chikara-E/46 Aruji-E/46

Aruji-E/46 + Kuji-E



fune-E/46-70

Bench Fune also available in 155 cm. width (Fune-E/46-155)

chair: Chikara-E/46  table: KI-E 40x40/71  table-top: Typ-24 inlay Walton 169 greige bench: Fune-E/46-70 5

Tsuki-E/46-120
Pouffe, 120 cm. width. Seat height 
46 cm.



babylon-120/46
Modular bench system with a standard width of 120 cm per element, available in different heights from 105 cm.

The standard heights are: 105, 155, 175 and 215 cm.  



The Babylon hanging table is made of 
solid oak panels and comes with a sys-
tem to attach it to the wall.

The table is made with a finished back 
side.

The standard size is 70x60 cm.

babylon-70
hanging table
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pyramid-E/71

Pyramid-E 40x40/71 tabletop: Typ-500 70x70 cm.



The cast iron base is made of recycled 
material with an industrial look and is 
fitted with an adjusting screw.

The oak veneer may be finished in a 
variety of stain colours.

The typ-24 table top has an oak rim. 
You can choose either walton, marmo-
leum, laminate or veneer as an inlay. 

The thickness of the table top is 
37 mm. 

Pyramid-E 40x40/71 (2x)  tabletop: Typ-24 240x100 cm. inlay Walton 169 greige
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chair: 623-E/46  table: Pyramid-E 40x40/71 tabletop: Typ-500 70x70 cm.

Oak, a characteristic wood, is the basic 
material for all these models.

The specific and strong grain offers the 
possibility for various distinguishing 
finishings.

Like for instance the here shown white 
wash (a hand finish) and eggshell top 
coat.  As if there was no finish at all.



623-E/46
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myra-E/46



milo/46 beechwood
13

table: Pyramid-E 40x40/71 (2x)  tabletop: Typ-24 240x100 cm. inlay Walton 169 greige  chairs: Milo/46, 323-E/46 and Myra-E/46



The 100x60 cm table top can be fixed 
to the system wall with a metall table 
base. 

This table base is finished in such a way 
as to prevent damage to clothing etc.

The table top is available in oak and 
laminate. The walls of the Domino 
system have a size of approx. 117x204 
cm. The height of the system wall is ap-
prox. 90 cm.



Bench, table and wall system.

Function: freestanding element to add structure to an open space. Only available in standard sizes.

Additional wall elements may be added to the system on the left, right and back side (to form an “H” structure). 
Hence the name Domino.

The system has adjusting screws and 
the bottom is protected against humi-
dity.

The system is freestanding and is not 
fixed to the floor and makes cleaning 
under the benches easy.

domino-100/46
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Table base VG table
Our advice would be a minimum of 90 cm. width, so 
a chair can be placed at the table head.

The maximum standard size for a table with 4 legs 
is 260 x 100 cm.

The table base may be combined with a variety of 
table tops from our collection.

VG/71



This model is only available in large sizes.  The legs are made of layers of tulip wood, which has a clearly visible and flamboyant 
structure which is clearly visible in lighter finishings. 

Therefore, we advise a lacquer finish for the legs.

table: VG/71   tabletop: Typ-500 260x100 cm.   chairs: 185-E/46, 422-E/46 and 323-E/46
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bench: Edge Banco-E/46 (3x)  chair: 185-E/46  table: Lira-E 40x40/71  tabletop: Typ-500 60x60 cm.

With a natural curved back, made of carefully selected wood veneers, Edge-Banco adds a special flavour to the 

Edge concept. (See page 24-27) 

edge banco-E
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seat height 62 cm
.

seat height 80 cm
.

seat height 46 cm
.

chair: 185-E/46  table: Lira-E 40x40/71 tabletop: Typ-500 60x60 cm.
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185-E/46



The extra metal connection guarantees 
a long life for frequently used chairs, 
and also makes it stackable.

We have designed a handy linking 
mechanism in which the bracket “disap-
pears” under the seat when the chairs 
are set up in rows.

422-E/46

stackable



Solid wooden table tops can vary in size 
and execution.   

seat height 46 cm. seat height 62 cm. seat height 80 cm.

422-E/46 422-E/62 422-E/80
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One design with lots of applications.

Make variations on a theme with the 
323 product line.

323: more than just a chair  

chair: 323-E/46  
table: Edge-E/71 tabletop: Typ-200 70x70 cm.

seat height 46 cm. seat height 62 cm. seat height 80 cm.

323-E/46 323-E/62 323-E/80



323-E/46

Combining contemporary techniques 
with traditional reliability and uncon-
ditional quality
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edge  concept 
Creative colourful furnishings. Made possible by the Edge design concept. Flexible design with contemporary flair. 

The Edge concept is based on a simple design idea, a construction detail, that you will find back in all models.
It offers next to solid oak also certain models in beechwood.   

Edge Corner-E/46  Edge-E/42  Edge Sofa-E/46 (2x)  Edge Pouffe-E/46 40x40 cm.  Edge Light-Box

Edge Pouffe-E/46 70x70 cm.



edge 
pouffe-E
Available in standard sizes: 40x40, 70x70, 
90x90, 150x40 cm. and 90 cm. Ø

You can also choose between seat height 
41, 46 and 62 cm.
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Edge Pouffe-E/46 150x40 cm.



Edge Corner-E/46 (2x)  table: Edge-E/42  table-top: Typ-200 60x60 cm.

Edge Sofa-E/46 (2x) 



edge corner-E 

edge sofa-E 

edge sofa high-E 

seat height 41, 46 or 62 cm. seat height 41, 46 or 62 cm. seat height 41, 46 or 62

Edge Sofa-High-E/62 
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peak-E

Peak-E/46+R32
seat height 46 cm.

Peak-E/62+R32
seat height 62 cm.

Peak-E/80+R32
seat height 80 cm.

Peak-E/46
seat height 46 cm.

Peak-E/62
seat height 62 cm.

Peak-E/80
seat height 80 cm.



An additional and thin upholstered seat panel gives some extra comfort and offers 
the option to make an accentuating colour statement.

barstool: Peak-E/46  table: Edge-E/71  table-top: Typ-200 140x80 cm.
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ursus-E
Form and functionality blend into one 
another and create a strong image of 
design.

Our Ursus range offers matching 
benches and tables in various lengths 
and heights.

Ursus T-E/86 + 323-E/62  

table: Ursus T-E/71 table-top: Typ-500  bench: Ursus B-E/46  chair: 323-E/46
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colours Oak collection

HUTTEN is environmentally friendly
HUTTEN spares where possible non-renewable resources and works mainly with wood, a natural, renewable and CO2 
neutral production material. This will never negatively affect the quality of our furniture. In the vision of  HUTTEN  true 
sustainability, in addition to carefully using materials, has everything to do with a significant proven durability of furniture in 
heavy use.

We primarily work with FSC and PEFC certified materials, both in solid wood and chipboard material/construction for banks 
etc. We focus on minimizing waste in our production with the choice of materials, our planning method and state of the art 
technology and processing.

We are using only water-based stains, recycle solvents, spray electrostatically, re-use cleaning materials etc..

For our fabric collection we also work with fabrics from recycled materials. 
 
The packaging material we use, is recyclable where possible according to 
German standard. 
 
Further information will be gladly provided upon request.
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Ursus T-E/86 + 323-E/62  






